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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates By: PTI | Thiruvananthapuram | Update: June 12, 2020 8:17:16 pm Toonz Media Group has taken special efforts to make the relevant animated adaptation of Chacha Chaudhary for millennial audiences as well. Animated series based on hero Chacha
Chaudhary's iconic Indian comic book will soon be broadcast on the OTT platform for the first time. Thiruvananthapuram-based Toonz Media Group has signed an exclusive agreement in this regard with The Disney+ Hotstar VIP, a press release here said. We are excited about Chacha Chaudhary on
board the OTT platform for the first time that will give the family a complete chance to revive, entertain and engage with Chacha &amp; Sabu. And to have Disney+ Hotstar VIP as our OTT partner for the series is like icing on a cake, according to P Jayakumar, CEO of Toonz Media Group. Meanwhile, the
second season of the series will also be broadcast on the Disney Kids Channels in India, following the huge popularity of Season 1 among children across the country. Production has begun for a new episode of the show, which will include 52 11-minute episodes and will be broadcast across the Disney
Kids Channels network in India, in addition to the Vip Disney+ Hotstar platform, the press statement said. Chacha Chaudhary has been an integral part of India's pop culture since it was first created by the legendary cartoonist Pran Kumar Sharma in 1971. The comic book adaptation became an animated
series championed by Toonz, with a vision to develop Chacha as the number one animated IP from India. Season 1 of the series was launched in Disney in June 2019 following an exclusive TV deal with Toonz. In addition to its success on the small screen, Chacha Chaudhary has today grown into a 360-
degree brand with more than 500 titles published, 250,000 books sold so far, comics published in 5 languages, massive exposure through 35 newspapers in ten languages and free E-comics on Google's free WiFi in 100 railway stations across India in 100 railway stations across India in 100 free wifi.
Chachas goods were released to young and adult fans earlier this year and the child's goods are expected to be launched in the market by the end of 2020. Chachas India's core values with mental strength should be a good inspiration for children and the rest of the family at the moment, said Nikhil Pran,
CEO of Pran's Features. Toonz has recreated the iconic cartoon in the animation. Despite being particularly nostalgic, a growing staple for the pre-millennial generation, Toonz has taken special efforts to make the relevant animated adaptation of Chacha Chaudhary for millennial audiences as well. For
this, fine tweaks have been made for the show, such as the introduction of a new character - The Pendrive Pappu which is a tool freak. The highlight of the series, however, remains the to the themes of problem solving, wandering, witty and confirming the message of good over evil.  The Indian
Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join us (@indianexpress) and stay updated with the latest headlines For all the latest Entertainment News, download the Indian Express App. Chacha Chaudhary (Uncle Chaudhary) Real Name: ? Identity/Class of Chaudhary: Common human occupation:
Detective Combination: Sabu, Dag-Dag, Chachi, Rocket (allies) Enemy: Racquet; Criminals at any Known Relatives: Bini (wife) Aliases: No known Operating Base: Especially India, but operates around the world Of First Appearance: Chacha Chaudhary and Pocket Thieves (1971) Power/Abilities: Super
smart - a brain sharper than a needle and faster than a super-computer. History: Chacha Chaudhary is an elderly detective. A middle-class Indian man, wearing a red pagdy (turban - he balds underneath), shirts and tie, with a twitching nose and accompanied by a small dog, his unpleasant appearance
believing a keen mind. He has investigated and resolved over eighty crimes, many of which involve supernatural threats or supersciences. Comment: Created by Pran in 1969, although it was 1971 when he first appeared in print. Chacha Chaudhary is an institution in India, appearing in newspapers and
comics in ten languages. Chacha translates as Uncle. Chacha drives red convertibles. Sabu, an ally who sometimes accompanies him on an adventure, is from Judicial, very tall and superhumanly strong. Chacha's dog is called a Rocket. His wife is Bini, a sharp and plump old woman. Another ally is
Dag-Dag, an old truck that is half-human and half the machine. On character television was played by Raghuvir Yadav, in a TV show named after the character. It was produced by Maya Entertainment and broadcast on The Sahara Television channel beginning 13 May 2002. Sabu's character is played
by Praveen Kumar. Chachi (another associate) is played by Madhuri Sanjeev. EXPLANATION: Can't be confused with Chacha, Bhatija's uncle and another ally of justice Any Additions/Corrections? Please let me know. Back to the Indian Home characters All images and characters depicted on the site
are copyrighted by their respective holders, and are used for informational purposes only. No infringement is intended and copyright remains at the source. ABOUT USThe the man who created that block-buster series was none other than PRAN, which was considered the father of indian comics,
because he was the one who was in 1960, created the first native cartoon strip that had Indian characters and was based on local themes. Maurice Horn, editor of the comic World Encyclopaedia, has described her in her book, as Walt Disney of India. More than 2 million readers nationwide regularly
enjoy the exploits of its famous characters - CHACHA CHAUDAHRY, SABU, SHRIMATIJI, PINKI, BILLOO, RAMAN and CHANNI CHACHI and others; published in 10 languages throughout India. Chacha Chaudhary, the man with the famous red turban and wood, returns with a new odyssey. Summary of
The Book Whenever Chacha Chaudhary's time felt something was wrong, wrong, the nose or head begins to itch. In this way, he can always be confident of achieving on time when there are problems. The book is a collection of stories about many of Chacha Chaudhary's adventures, a man popular
among children and the elderly. About Pran Pran is an Indian cartoonist best known as the creator of Chacha Chaudhary. Other characters created by him are: Shrimatiji, Pinki, Billoo, Raman and Channie Chachi. He graduated with BA from Gwalior, and a Master of Arts degree from Camp College in the
evening, Delhi. This article is about comic book characters. For the television series, see Chacha Chaudhary (TV series). For the Animation series, see Chacha Chaudhary (Animated Series). Chacha ChaudharyChacha Chaudhary with her dog RocketPublication informationPublisherDiamond
ComicsFormatongoingPublication date1971Main character Chacha Chaudhary, Sabu and RocketCreative teamWritten byPran Kumar SharmaArtist(s)Pran Kumar Sharma Chacha Chaudhary is an Indian comic book character, created by cartoonist Pran Kumar Sharma. [1] The comic came in ten Indian
languages including Hindi and English and sold more than ten million copies. [2] It was also made a television series with Raghubir Yadav playing the role of Chacha Chaudhary. [3] The history of Chacha Chaudhary was created in 1971 for Hindi Lotpot magazine. It soon became popular among children
and the elderly equally. Pran was inspired by the ancient philosophers Chanakya and the elderly of each village left to help and solve problems with their elderly experience. [4] According to a press release of Pran Features, indian children aged 10-13 ranked Chacha Chaudhary as their most recognizable
comic book character. [5] He has also been featured as a guest in another Pran Features series, with Billoo, Pinki and Lucky. Chacha Chaudhary's biography is an Indian middle class, fragile but intelligent older. The word chacha means uncle in Hindi, while Chaudhary is a term used for landlords or the
most respected, elderly or respected people in villages or towns in The Indo-Gangetic Plain. The common adage about him is that Chacha Chaudhary ka diag computer se bhi tez chalta hai (the brain of Chacha Chaudhary runs faster than a computer), which is proof of her unrivalled wisdom and wisdom.
Chacha Chaudhary's outfit included her red turban, wooden wood, waistcoat with pockets twice inside, and a pocket watch. His household consists of his wife Bini (Chachi), a loyal street dog called Rocket and a giant alien from Musytari named Sabu. Sometimes, a little guy called 'Tingu Master' is also
shown to stay with them. Chacha Chaudhary enjoys eating watermelon with relish but mango is and departing for a walk with Sabu and Rocket, every time Chachi kisses her. When he departed from his turban, it was shown that he was completely bald. Everyone in town knows that every time Chacha
Chaudhary goes out with her family, she never locks her doorstep; but no one has in robbing his house. Yet in certain stories, Chachi (his wife) is seen locking the house. Sometimes his head or nose stays away when any problems will occur. Characterization When asked about the inspiration for the
series, Pran said, Every family has a wise old man. He solved his problems with common sense, but with a touch of humor. Humor is the foundation of my cartoon. According to Pran, it was his pleasure to bring relief to ordinary human beings suppressed by various workloads of that era. Pran's
hometown is Lahore, and came to India during the Indo-Pakistan partition. [5] Chacha Chaudhary is very different from most other comic book superheroes because she is not a muscle, and also has no extraordinary powers or modern tools. Instead, he uses a brain sharper than a needle and faster than
a super-computer (Chacha Chaudhary ka dimaag computer se bhi tez chalta hai[6]), and wooden, to fight the bad guys. Many times, he took the help of a loyal stranger from Nose, Sabu, who was like a son to him. The characteristics of Chacha Chaudhary, like Pran's other characters, are around the
typical middle class of Indian metro environments in the 1970s and 1980s, and it continues to grow. Common villains are corrupt government officials, thieves, roadside goons &amp; bullies, tricks, concessions and local thugs. He not only fights them and helps ordinary people but also teaches them moral
lessons and good behaviour. Most of the events ended with goons embarrassed by their people. One can see the middle class dealing with daily problems. By the way Pran took a whip at those problems but still maintained a happy-go-lucky feel with twin eyes and a smiling face. Sabu Sabu's supporting
characters are aliens of the planet Nose, always loyal to Chacha and provide physical strength in the time it takes. He is large and strong, about 50 feet tall. Although the size is very inconsistent throughout the comic series. In some comics he can increase his size. In other stories he also came out only
when Chacha Chaudhary rubbed the lights (like Aladin). She wore only a wrestling kachha (brief), a pair of ear rings and a pair of gum boots. But in some comics, Sabu is shown wearing slim green pants. Sabu decided to stay on Earth with Chacha when he tasted the desirable paratha and halwa made
by Chachi during his visit to earth. Both Chacha and Chachi treat Sabu like their own son and in certain stories Chachi is shown to have more affection for Sabu than Chacha Chaudhary. Sabu had a twin brother called Dabu and the giant earrings worn Sabu talented to him by his mother as he left
Musytari. According to comics whenever Sabu gets angry, the volcano erupts in some distant place (this is expressed in a panel with an image of an erupting volcano, which says, If Sabu is angry, the Volcano erupts in some place far away in Musytari). Every time he did an act of great strength, he cried,
cried, Sometimes he has been found to wish Jai Bajrang Bali who roughly translates to Hail Hanuman (the popular Hindu God). It is revealed in several comics that and Sabu eat 202 chapatis, 14 kilos of halwa, 22 kilos of rice/pulao, 7 kilos of vegetable preparation, 10 kilo curry, and about 18 liters of lassi
(the favorite part of its meal) in one meal. He often finishes eating with a fruit basket. He is often served lassi, tea, juice or some other non-alcoholic beverage in a large bucket or pot. He didn't get married, and avoided the topic. Unlike Chacha, Sabu doesn't have much wisdom, intelligence or intelligence
and especially depends on his physical strength. However, he has quick reflexes and often saves Chacha's life with superpowers and quick flash reflexes, often acting at the last minute when any goon tries to kill Chacha. In certain stories, Sabu is also shown to be wise, but unlike Chacha Chaudhary (as
she finds about the prisoner who escaped or which in which she threw her large umbrella to save people from drowning). Sabu's biggest enemy is Raka, whose same size as Sabu, and immoral, thanks to the special Ayurvedic drug he consumed accidentally. Raka and Sabu are both strong but Sabu has
always won in their fights. Since Sabu can't kill Raka, she always leaves her in a place where she can't interfere with humanity. However, somehow Raka managed to escape and trigger a catastrophe upon returning. This has produced a series of comics in Raka, which has been very popular and well
received. Bini's wife Chachi Chacha Chaudhary, Bini was a fat man, masterminded the woman who was a home boss and occasionally clashed with thieves with her belanting (rolling pins). She is usually dressed in polka dothy sari and has a hairstyle that matches the indian actress's 1970s style.
Although very kind with all the strict but caring wife traits, she often complains Chacha doesn't buy her golden bangle, doesn't take it, and the fact that she needs to cook a lot for Sabu even though she serves as a figure who is mother for Sabu. In one comic he is shown with a giant pot stir with a ladle for



Sabu and serves him more loving than Chachaji. In one of bini's historical comics has been revealed about how he used to be in the past. He's actually an Indian film actor who decided to marry Chacha Chaudhary who saved his life from the goons who threatened him to give them all his jewellery or
otherwise they would kill him. Chhajju Chaudhary's Secret that many of the characters in the comics don't know is that Chacha Chaudhary has a twin brother named Chhajju Chaudhary, mentally unlike the talented chacha Chaudhary. In many stories he proved to be a secret weapon to dodge corruption
and goons. He was taken to Mars by a stranger who abused him as Chacha Chaudhary. The Rockets (Raaket) rocket are Chacha Chaudhary's pet dogs. He was discovered as a wild dog and adopted by Chacha, much to the atrocities of his wife, who said that Sabu himself a handful for him. Although he
later received the dog when it attacked the thief inside the house. He is quite known as Raaket. The only feature of this dog is defined in the line of Chacha Choudhary ka kutarlup ssurrlup doodh peeta hai (Choudhary dog drink milk) &amp; the fact that she is the only vegetarian dog around the world. The
dog has proven itself occasionally, attacking his enemy on instructions. Tingu Master Tingu Master is a little guy (probably a midget) who is often seen in comics along with Chacha Chaudhary and Sabu. He is usually shown to be a very unlucky person, falling into trouble and danger that is either aimed at
Chacha Chaudhary or simply a situation. However, at some point he has come to the forefront to actually save Chacha Chaudhary from potential death or defeat. Like Sabu, he is shown to be faithful, although he is not as significant as a former. Many times, the comic situations in those stories have
revolced around a very small Tingu Master, which makes others fail to see it and accidentally perform actions like throwing them away with trash. Dag Dag Dag is actually the truck Chacha Chaudhary he drives, even with a twist: it's revealed that David Dag is actually half the machine and half human.
Many times when a thief has tried to run away stealing Dag Dag, it hasn't started. The enemies of Gobar Singh and Dhamaka Singh the main enemies of Chacha Chaudhary are Gobar Singh and Dhamaka Singh. They are the robbers who have always been punished by Chacha Chaudhary. Sometimes
they try to harm Chacha Chaudhary but end up ending up endangering themselves. Dhamaka Singh often brings other stooges to attack Chacha and Sabu but his plans are always 'backfire'. Two of Dhamaka Singh's colleagues are Paleeta and Ruldu. The important Enemy Raaka both Chacha and Sabu
are Raaka. Raaka was once a dacoit pursued by police. Trying to evade the police, he hid in the building and the gunfire that occurred. While out of bullets, he tried to commit suicide by drinking poison he met inside the house he concealed. Unknown to him, the house belongs to a large knowledgeable
cancer called Chakramacharya, which has developed an immoral position. Fearing it would be abused, he had labelled the potion as Poison. Raaka mistakenly eats a potion of eternity believing her to be a poison and killing Chakramacharya that tries to prevent her from doing so. Once he saw he had
become immoral, his mistakes increased and he no longer remained a mere dacoit. There were a series of comics in Raaka and his fights with Sabu, whom Sabu managed to win with chacha's wisdom to help him. Since Sabu cannot be Raaka, Chacha always advised him to throw Raaka away
somewhere where he could not harm man. Places consisting of space, deep in the ocean, are frozen on the North pole, etc. However, Raaka somehow manages to escape and that's what the next comic feels like. Chacha Chaudhary and Sabu once forced Raaka to shave his mustache as a result several
competitions won by Chacha. Chacha's comic with Raaka, Raaka ki Waapsi (The Return of Raaka) is one of the best-selling comics Pran Features[citation needed]. Raaka was put to sleep by several positions given by sacred people from the Himalayas (who happened to be a Chakramacharya teacher)
and buried in the ocean at the first meeting. On his return by another position he was reduced to a small size, covered in bottles and buried in the grave. But this is not an end. He returned several more times to spark admiration in the city. Eventually Chacha Chaudhary and Sabu buried her in an endless
hole somewhere near the rocket launch site. But for the last time (Comics- Raaka ki Endi Jung) she was cast in whirlpool in the ocean. The inconsistentness though Chacha Chaudhary is shown to be very intelligent, fighting all issues through her highest brain power, sometimes it may seem as if Chacha
Chaudhary survived or was saved by pure luck when the situation coincidentally saved her from death and danger. Certain examples included Sabu sneeign when they had a time bomb near them, about to explode or his train was late when he had actually been tricked on his way to reach the late
station. A lot of time, Sabu and the Rockets have come to his rescue. Sometimes, even the Tingu master has saved Chacha Chaudhary when it appears death will occur, for example Tingu Master once turned an acid bottle by which some goons plan to attack Chacha with water bottles. Goon eventually
managed to attack Chacha Chaudhary but nothing happened because it was normal water. However, that is part of the character other than his brain faster than a computer. This brings jokes and excitement in stories and people, especially children, like this section as funny and funny. Also, this comic
series has some incredible inconsistencies with Sabu's character, whose size varies from story to story. In certain people, he was able to resize him, while in others, he was shown unable to enter the burned house because of his size. In addition, he is shown to get out of the lights in certain stories, just
like the genie in Aladdin. It was the established fact that Chacha never locked her doorstep when she stepped out. However, Bini Chachi was seen locking the house on several occasions in the comic series. Also, it's never revealed what Chacha Chaudhary did for a living. In certain stories, Chachi is
shown complaining about Sabu's mammoth diet and how no food is left in the house. How Chacha managed to get bread and butter for families, including Sabu and Raaket, never The television series adaptation of Chacha Chaudhary was released on May 13, 2002 on Sahara One with Raghubir Yadav
playing a titular character. [7] In 2009, Pran, the character owner of Chacha Chaudhary, Sabu and Pinki tied with License India, to bring them to the silver screen as animated characters. [8] Animated series by Toonz Animation aired on Hungama TV in June 2019. [9] [10] References ^ Pilcher, Tim; Brad
Brooks (2005). An Essential Guide to the Comic World. Collins &amp;amp; Brown. ISBN 978-1-84340-300-5. OCLC 61302672. ↑ Akshay Kumar to be presented in Chacha Chaudhary comic books. India Today. October 3, 2013. ↑ Raghubir Yadav: Peepli Live! will improve my career. Rediff. ↑ Meri Najar
Me Pran. INDIA: Diamond Book. 2019. pp. 30–39. ISBN 978-93-5296-659-2. ↑ b Lent, John A., ed. (2001). Describing Asia: Comics, Humor Magazines, and Picture Books. Hawai'i Press University. p. 55. ISBN 978-0-8248-2471-6. OCLC 45661703. ↑ Chacha Chaudhary Aur Karate Samrat [Chacha
Chaudhary and Maharaja]. Hindi comics (in Hindi). Diamond Comics. p. 41. Archived from the original in 2013-09-28. Retrieved 2012-03-07. ^Chacha Chaudhary arrives on Sahara TV. Indiantelevision.com May 6, 2002. ↑ Chacha Chowdhary, Pinki, Sabu to hit the silver screen shortly. Bollywood
Hungama. February 27th, 2009. ↑ How marketing strategies help to create a larger brand than Indian animated IPs. Jun 22, 2019. ↑ Laghate, Gaurav (September 26, 2018). 'Chacha Chaudhary' to live in an animated series - via The Economic Times. Website Outer Links Taken from
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